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DESIGN FORUM by Larry Albert

UDBFIBHT....ITIDUEHH HEP) LUHH
This month's column will be slightly differnet than usual. Instead of describlng various theo-

ries, I will present them as a game which I am currently working on: DOGFIGHTII MODERN AIR COMBAT.
(I wish to acknowlege, at this time, Mr. Mike Carr's FIGHT IN THE SKIES, from which many of the ori-
ginal ideas come.)

Modern air Combat (approx. 1964 to the present) presents a very difficult problem to the gamer.
Speeds and distances covered are large, planes are numberous (few single plane actions anymore) and
planes characteristics generally become identical to each other in game form. Thus the first pro-
blem is one of scale, the second, one of sufficient simplification to allow many aircraft on the
board. and third, generally accepting the fact that either all of your planes are going to be sim-
ilar, or some characteristiscs will have to be exaggerated. The next step is research. I am still

lacking much data on aircraft performance, climb rates in particular, etc., so there is plenty of
room for expansion and correction. However, several intersting facts have turned up in my research.
The first is that dogfights generally take place SUBSONICALLY. Try the game to find out why. The
second is that unless a fullsoale nuclear war breaks out, weapons will be conventional. This decrea-
ses the effectiveness of missiles, against which there are many countermeasures anyway. Third is
the surprising effectiveness of cannon. I suggest as a variant you mihgt 'rearm' the aircraft with
(a 'la Isreal) with an extra cannon factor (and no missiles). These facts have all been built into
the ame.3 My method of resolving 'combat' warrents

a short explanation. According to my research
accuracy in shooting in aerial warfare is de-
termined pirmarily by the relative maneuverab-
ility of the aircraft (assuming equal pilots )
the more maneuverable the attacker is relative
to his target, the better his chances of hit-
ting (compare this to trying to hit a grazing
C.O.W. as compared to a paniced Jackrabbit....
you can't keep the rabbit in your sights very
easily.)

And so, I present to you DOGFIGHTIIMODERN
_ AIR COMBAT if anyone comes up with additional

_ .._ g -. :4 data or interesting additions, modifications ,
ZNL *; .3 ' ' ” ’“ etc., please let me know, and I'll include firm

in a future column (send them.to me at Box 536
Donner Hall, 5115 Margaret Morrison, Pittsburgh
Penn. 15213)

MIRAGE Ill-C

DOGFIGHTI!
MODERN AIR COMBAT....by Lawrence J. Albert

I. Scale each square = 2 km. = 100 km/hr.
each turn = 1.2 minutes
max subsonic speed = 10 sqs./turn

II. Movement
A. Movement is done by turns using one of the following methods:

1. Each unit (or squadron) is moved according to a random order
2. Each player rolls one die. Low die roll moves one unit (or squadron), then high roll

and so on in alternation.
3. All #1 planes move first, then #2 planes, etc.

* In cases of large actions move by squadron instead of individual planes.
B. Planes must fly in 2 km altitudes. Each 2 km altitude is called a level, level 0 = ground

level, level 1 = 2 km, etc. Planes crash when forced below level 0.
C. At higher levels performance diminishes. Therefore:

LEVEL DEDUCT FROM MOVEMENT
0-3 on

#-7 .
8-11 ..

12-1113 IIOIIIIIIIIIIIIIICIUIIIII3

Planes may only increase or decrease speed by that plane's maneuverability factor (MvF).
Planes moving supersonically have a MvF of 6.
(OPTIONAL) Planes moving supersonically move only half their move during their turn, and

the other half after all subsonic movement has taken place.
Planes moving supersonically must move 2 squares straight to turn 45'.
Planes must move forward at least one square before executing any maneuver (except bank).

to page 22
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Rear Defensive Lines

In part I of this study, I discussed the use
of the Russian units. Part II dealt with the de—
fense of the forward defense lines. It is on the
forward defense lines, that the German should be
defeated. However, he will not be stopped. He
will push on towards your replacement cities. If
you have done a good job early in the game, he
will be weak and in fact defeated. On the other
hand, you may have done a poor initial Job or may
be playing some variation. In this case, he may
be strong and this means he will drive all the
harder against your cities. Therefore in this,
Part III, I discuss the defense of the rear de-
fensive lines. These lines vary in their useful-
mess. Some are strong like the Luga River and
others are terribly weak like the "City"' line.
At any rate, I go over almost all of them. I have
left out such things as the defense of the Kama
River. Generally you will find a discription of
the defense of all lines which normally can come
into play. The proper defense of the Forward De-
fensive Lines should defeat the German and the
proper defense of the Rear Defensive Lines should
stop him.

=+ LUGA RIVER +=

The Luga River is an extremely good defense
line. Of course, it is only useful part of the
year but when it is useful you can make it very
strong. In fact, you can hold the Luga 3-1 proof
with the same forces that hold the Divine weakly.
All you need is 2 5—7-4'3 on L-jO, a 7—10—4 on
M-BO, and a u-6-4 on N-31. You must form up this
fOrce,as soon as possible, and if you do not have
the correct force, you must have the 2 5-7-4'3 on
L-30. Penetration here, as good as takes Lenin—
grad and Leningrad does have the ability to de-
fend itself. Always keep in mind the force you
need especially if you are retreating toward the
Luga during the winter. Make absolutely sure that
you can raise the force either from the retreat-
ing units or from replacements and do not risk
the units in open terrain if you can not replace
them.

=+ LENINGRAD +=

As I said, Leningrad can protect itself, to

some extent. Unfortunately, this can only be done
well during summer. During summer, 2 5-7-u's on
Leningrad will protect it. During snow months,
the best thing to do is place the largest units
possible in Leningrad and try to delay the cut-
flanking, as long as possible. In addiUmn, if you
ever want to counter-attack during the game, this
is the place. It is especially effective if you
can retreat him onto lakes which will thaw on the
next turn. Remember that after a thaw Leningrad
becomes very powerful and therefore if you have
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yroccu;ion of Uolkhov with h—b-h renoveu.

will beto risk drowned troops to save it, it
worth it.

=+ VOLKHOV RIVER +=

There are several situations which can bring
about the defense of the Volkhov River. If you
are defending the east bank and hold Leningrad,
then you need only a 5—7-4 on M-32 and a 4-6-h on
0—31. If on the other hand, you do not hold Len-
ingrad, you must use either a 7—10-4 defense or a
6—9-6 defense. Defense on the west bank, when you
are defending the Luga, is never secure as M—30
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can be surrounded and attacked from four squares.
the best you can do is place a 6-9-6 or 7-10-4 on
M-30 and stacks of 2 5-7-4's on L-3O and L-31.
This means he must use considerable force and if
he wishes to surround M-30 he must make two soak—
offs of five factors at 1-6. If you are defending
the west bank but are.not threatened at the Luga,
you should have a 5—7-4 on N—30, 3-1 proofed by a
4—6-4 on M-30. 2 5—7-h's should be on L-31. This
is a little over-protected but you can not risk
any penetration.

=+ ILMEN MOUNTAINS +=

This area, too, is quite variable. As already
noted, when defending the Divina and wishing to
join it to the upper Volga, a 5-7—4 is placed on
Q-BO and 3-1 proofed by a 4—6-4 on Q-29. Upon the
breaking of the Divina, Q-30 should be reinforced
with another 5-7-4. You should hold Q-3O until
there is a threat of the German entering P-30. He
can not do this without entering P-29, except in
winter. Q-30 should be held to reduce the front
of the upper Volga. It means that no unit on the
upper Volga must defend three squares, and while
Q-30 Ls itself attackable from three squares, it
will not be penetrated as we have two units there
and we can drop back without giving up the Volga
line. When we give up Q-30, either because of a
threat or an attack, a 5-7—4 should be on P-3l. A
4-6-4 can 3-1 proof this from 0-31 if it is need-
ed. It may not be needed if it is summer when the
German must advertise an attack. Most other situ-
ations which call for the defense of this area,
will have to be planned on their own merits. The
main thing to be concerned about in their defense
is not to allow penetration as you can not hope
to counter-attack effectively in this area.

=+ SVIB RIVER +=

The defense of this river can take three
variations. When defending the north bank, you
need a 7-10-4 on I—35 and a 5-7—fl on H-37. These
are both 3-1 proofed by a 4—6-4 on H—36. Usually,
you will not immediately need all these troops as
the Berman must advertise his attacks as he moves
into the swamps. Defending the south bank, you
need a 7-10-4 on J-36 and a 5-7—4 on K-ju. Both

_:;;}9 ‘ _ ‘i3¢%?¢%m jfl//: ;::/4?/#
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of these are 3-1 proofed by a 4-6—4 on K-35. When
defending the south bank but onl wishing to de-
lay, it is best just to place a -6-4 on each of
K—33 and 1-38. These squares are easily reached
and retreated from. The Svir River is seldom very
important but it Should be defended in order that
the German be slowed up. It is more important if
you are defending the north bank and should be
3-1 proof if at all possible.

=+ "CITY" DEFENSE LINE +=

I have already mentioned this line and the
fact that it is very weak. Its weakness lies in
the fact that every city of this line can be sur—
rounded. This includes Dnepro-Petrovsk, Kharkov,
and Kursk. It is therefore impossible to make the
line 3—1 proof. However, it should delay the Ger-
man of even stop him if he is low enough on units
in this area. The gap between Dnepro-Petrovsk and
Kharkov is closed by the 200's of the respective
cities, and the defense 'of Dnepro-Petrovsk has
already been discussed. There is nothing you can
do to delay the vulverability of Dnepro-Petrovsk
to being surrounded. The gap between Kharkov and
Kursk is not closed by these cities alone, - and
this is a blessing in disguise. The size of the
gap allows for delaying action which keeps the
cities safe for a while. A delaying unit on DD-27
will mean they can only be attacked from two
squares and 2 5-7-4'3 should be in Kharkov while
a 7—10-4 occupies Kursk. The 7-10-4 should be us-
ed, if at all possible. It can be lacking this
turn but should be available for the next. On the
next turn you can delay with a unit on DD29
which means the two cities can be attacked from
three squares. You can not delay on DD—28. If you
keep the 2-5-7-4's on Kharkov and 3—1 proof the
7-10-4 on Kursk with a 4-6-4 on AA-jO you will
have the best defense for that turn. The differ-
ence in the defense of these two cities is dic-
tated by the terrain behind them. There is noth-

to page I9
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In November I808 Napoleon issued a decree
bringing imto being the Continental System,an
attempt to ruin English sea trade by the clos-
ure of French (and allies) ports to England.
The desired effect wasn‘t achieved for between
the British blockade and the smugglers,in the
end France would crack under the strain.

Napoldon felt that Russia, because she
would not abide to the Continental System
posed, a threat to France,and would have to be
'dealt'with accordingly. Furthermore,Napoleon
hoped that,by defeating the Russians in Poland
he could secure that country as an ally.land
eventually,3U,UUU Poles did enlist in the Gra-
nde Armee.)

On November II R army corps (80,000 men)
advanced into Poland,behind Murat's cavalry
screen,and had entered and secured,by the 28th,
the vital capital of Warsaw.

General benningsen's 55,000 Russians were
in the vicinity,bhf pulled back to Pultusk to
rendezvous with Buxhowden!s approaching army.

A short strategical pause ensued, for
Bonaparte,with a foothold of 80,000 men in
Poland,waited for the remaining 3 corps(80,000
more men) to materialize. (The Polish roads
were also in appaling condition,f¢r they were
more rut paths and quagmires when met.)

We have already reviewed the organization
of the French army \Chpt. I) but not of their
Russian adversaries: benningsen's and buxho-
wden's armies each contained h divisions,each
division theoretically b regiments strong,3
battalions per regiment.

A division also contained 80 guns,I light
LIU squadrons) cavalry regiment and I heavy
(same) cavalry regiment.

General'Benningsen's command consisted of
h5,000 infantry,5,UOU cavalry and some 270 odd
guns. General ouxhowden's: 38,000 infantry
7,000 cavalry and 216 guns.

There also exsisted a division of Russian
Imperial Guards,remaining at St. Petersburg.

Though the Russian soldiers were a match

for,and the Cossacks possibly better than,the

French Opponents,the staff and supply systems
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NAPOLEONIC GRAND
TACTICS ch. 7

Pat Mayernik

were poorly organized and the army lacked good
generals.

Nevertheless,the first major battle would
almost prove to be Napoleon's last.

On December IS Napoleon put into effect a
plan to envelop the Russians,using the river
NerEW’as a strategic barrier,which terminated
in an indecisive action at Pultusk on the 26th.

The Russians retired toward fistrolenka with
the French in pursuit,but the weather and
terrible condition of the roads slowed Napole-
en's blitzkrieg warfare to a standstill as
both sides settled down to winter quarters.'

on January In the Russian army,75,000
strong and commanded by nenningsen,was on the
move westWard toward Bergfriede,

Napoleon devised a plan by which Bernado—
ttes corp was left isolated at Osterode (in
affect,bait) as the bulk of the Grande Armde
concentrated at Allenstein to take the RusSian
via flank and rear.

Benningsen,distracted by Bernadotte,was
almost taken into the trap,but on February 3 a
short battle took place at lonokova and,just
in time,he withdrew his army that night. With
the rivers frozen (also easily passable; and
the Russians accustomed to the frigid weather
Benningsen had reached Landsberg by the 5th.
0n the next day his army took up a position
right beyond Eylua,ready for battle.

Napoleon's pursuit of the Russians was
extremely haphazard,with the corps strung out
and beyond supporting distance of each other.
Therefore,on the eve of the 7th Napoleon had

only 2 infantry corps lLannes and Augereau)
Murat's cavalry and the Guard positioned on
the Eylua ridge,ready for the struggle,or
L5,UOO men and 200 guns against 67,000 Russian
and hSO guns. Napoleon hoped that on the
morrow Ney and Davout would appear,respectivly,
from .the north and south, enveloping both
Russian flanks.

THE BATTLE OF EYLUA {see map)
Snow was falling when both armies woke on

that freezing morning of February 8th,as a
digfening bombardment was commenced upon both
s es.

To gain time for Ney and Davout to reach
the Field Napoleon launched SOU1t'5 corp
against Tutchkov's line. Slowly but steadily
the attack was driven back by the relentless
Russian infantry.

leading elements of Davout's corp were
approaching,and Augereau,witb part Of Soult's
division,rolled forward a881n5t the Russian
left to create a diVRPSiODo ”Ht in the blind-
ing snowstorm,he moved into the Russian center
and a massed 70 gun battery. Augereau's
entire corp was scattered in red ruin.85 the
Russian reserves adVanced, One enemy column
entered the town of Eylua itself,and almost
captured Napoleon before part of the Guard
drove them back.

With virtually no center remaining:at
11:30 Napoleon ordered Murat‘s 10.700 troopers
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Poland had been built up to an impressive
226,000 men,whi1e Benningsen.conmanded little
more than I00,000.

The Russian general advanced to occupy
neilsberg on June 5th,but fell back before the
powerful French army.

0n June IO Napoleon assaulted the Russian
in a heavily entrenched position behind the
River Alee (7??) A day of combat cost the
French over l0,00U casulties,Benningsen less
than'S$DOG. The latter then withdrew up the
River Alle the next evening.

Napoleon dispatched Murat and 2 corps to
take Konisberg,sent Lannes to Friedland and
advanced the rest of the army after the retre—
ating Rusaians. 0n the eve of the 13th he
learned that Benningsen's army was before
Lanne's lone corp at Friedland.

By 9 AM Benningsen had h5,000 men across
the River Alle,facing Lannes 17,000. However,
Benningsen had committed a grave tactical
error in positioning his army with a river to
their Back. Behind their center stood the
town of Friedland and only 3 narrow bridges.
A stream also flowed north of the town (the
Millstreamj dividing penningsen's right {h
divisions) from his left [2 divisions.)

French re-inforcements were rapidly conv-
erging upon the field and there were k0,000
men present at IO:AM. By M pm Napoleon and
80,000 men were ready to defeat the Russians.

At 5:30 Bonaparte launched his right wing
forward. The Russian left,although it counter
attacked and foUght with great bravado, was
steadily forced back to Friedland. The
Russian ranks were packed so dense that they
could not be manuvered and thousands drowned
in the River Alle°

The Russian right attempted to relieve
the incredible pressure by assaulting the
French line north of the Millstream,but the
attack was contained by Lannes and Mortier.

As the French reached the outskirts of
town,Benningsen attempted to stave off defeat
by advancing the Russian imperial Guard,but
to charge the Russian line. In 2 great colump
ns they smashed through Sacken's line,bringing
the Russian diiqck to a halt. Thus,Benningsen
was deceived of the dangerous weakness of
Napoleon's center.

At 1:00 Davout's 3 divisions attacked the
extreme Russian left,driving it back to Kutsc-
hit and bending Benningsen's line to resemble
a horseshoe. By 3:30 it was at the point of
breaking when Lestogu's fresh 9,000 men came
up,re-inforced Tolstot and forced Davout back.

Hey did not make his appearance until 7PM
and engaged the Russian right until IOPM when
darkness ended the battle.

That night Benningsen withdrew his army
though the battle had actually been stalemated.

Each side suffered about 20,000 casulties
and the battered Grande Armee fell back and
returned to winter quarters. Augereau's corp,
shattered from the engagement, was disbanded
and a new corp of 27,000 men was formed under
Lefebvre,consisting almost entirely of Poles
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Badens and Saxons,to undertake the siege of
the important city of Danzig (which would fall
come May 27.)

During this period of recuperation a Corp
of Observation (60,000 men] was stationed in
Germany to 'keep an eye' on Napoleon's enemy
Austria.(rather,his former enemy)

By the end of spring,the Grande Armbc in
they were slaughtered by Ney's grapeshot and
bayonets. The burning town of Friedland was
entered at 8:30 and Benningsen,practically
surronded,luckily found a ford north of the
town and extracted the remains of his army.

For the loss of 8,000 men Napoleon had
inflicted 25,00U casulties and taken 80 guns.

The Tzar asked for an armistice and met
Napoleon on June 25. By the Treaty of Tilsit
he agreed to become France's ally and join the
Continental System. The unfortunate Prussia
lost her part of Poland,which Napoleon formed
into the Grand Duchy of Warsaw.

Apparently,England stood alone against
Napoleon



GAME III

The general structure is as set forth in the
first and second games. Only those sections
specifically modified herein are changed from
the earlier treatments.

A. Required Equipment

Three chess sets -- identical if possible
Otherwise as in game II.

B. Pieces and Moves

The types of pieces and their moves are not
in any way changed.

Let each player draw as the nucleus of his
force the pieces provided in game I.

Let the additional pieces available from the
two additional chess sets - except for the
additional Dukes which should not be used -
be mercenaries which may be hired for the
game at the following wages;

Vassal costs 12 "Golden Eagles" per game.
Knight u 6 u H II n
GeS ith II 1+ II II II n
Fyrd ll 2 II II II II

Let each player have a treasury or war-chest
of 36 "Golden Eagles" to.spend in hiring his
mercenaries. Mercenaries are hired before
the start of play, not later. They should be
hired before the screen is erected across the
board and each player should have the oppor-
tunity to inspect his opponent's force before
the pieces are deployed.

A note on the following page will be of some
assistance in case some confusion exists re-
garding the possible alternative mercenary
forces which may be hired.

C. Dispositions

As in game II.

D. Turns and Movement

As in game II.

E. Combat

As in game I.

F. VictoEy

As in game I.

G. Combat Table

A5 in game I.

Note

Should a player be uncertain what possible oom-
binations of mercenary pieces may be hired in
the budget provided, the following examples
should be of assistance.
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III At the outset I defined a twofold set

of design objectives: a recognizable
representation of the battlefield. a treat-
ment nearly as abstract as that in chess.
These goals give rise to questions which war-
rant discussion. Is chess not itself. after
all. a game of battle when analyzed carefully?
Is there not a fundamental divergence between
abstraction and representation? Is an abstract
yet representational game not a contradiction
in terms?

It is necessany at the beginning to
separate the concept of abstract from the con-
cept of nonrepresentational. These two have
tended to become confused with one another in
recent times. chiefly as a result of Twentieth
Century painting. During the early decades of
this century, the Cubist and Futurist and re-
lated movements were truly art abstractions in
the sense that their object was an expression
of an inner meaning or form of some thing.
Since the Second World War. however. the dom-
inant trend - and the New York School of Ab-
stract Expressionist painting in particular -
has been quite frankly nonrepresentational.
That the whole body of such painting is col-
lectively and generically known as abstract
art is unfortunate and sloppy language. An
abstraction is an attempt to express an inner
form or archetectural integrety present in
some thing or class of things. To call a
painting abstract is to invite the question -
of what thing is the work an abstraction? -
and if the artist does not intend any object
to be represented in any form in his work he
has only himself to blame for the aukward
question when he describes it as a piece of
abstract art. It is necessary to keep this
sort of distinction clear when applied to games.

If the frequency of occurrence is any
criterion. chess historians appear to feel a
great need to constantly re-affirm that the
game was created as a representation of battle.
Yet how often a look of incomprehension and
disbelief is seen on the face of an otherwise
knowledgable chess player when he is told that
his dignified evocation is a game of war. I
suspect that the frequency of the re-affirma-
tion among historians is directly proportionate
to the disinclination of players to believe
that it is so.

An inspection of chess, as we play it
today, immediately reveals the cause of this
disinclinaticn. The pieces are universally
medieval in identity. yet neither are their

The five sets of mercenary forces shown above
each exactly exhaust the budget of 36 "G.E.s".
These are not the only possible combinations.
they may not even be very wise selections.
They are intended only to provide some feeling
for the scope of variation possible in hiring
the mercenary component of the army.
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movements images of battlefield mobility and
agility, nor are their strengths fashioned
after their military value. No wonder, then,
that Edward Lasker, in his well-known little
book on chess strategy, cautions against any
attempt to transpose battlefield precepts to
the chess board. *

The nonrepresentational state of the
modern game may be blamed upon the gradual
evolution of chess through its history. We
are told that, our king and queen alone being
excepted, the pieces were originally named for
the four main elements of the Indian army: the
pawns being infantry, our castles being char-
iots, our knights being horsemen, and our bish-
ops being elephants. It has been said that
EurOpe received a game based upon warfare as
it was practiced in the Middle East and trans-
formed it into a game of statecraft as that art
was practiced by feudal society. This theory
appears to explain very well how our game came

* Edward Lasker, Chess Strategy, N.Y.. Dover,
reprinted 1959, pfl?

to be peopled by players of major political
significance and only incidental military power.
The castle thus stands for the dominating in-
fluence of such fortifications in diplomatic
affairs, not their fixity to one spot of land.
The knight stands for the nobility, not for the
armored warrior as such. The bishop stands
for the meddlesome role of the Church in dynas-
tic calculations. The queen, finally, stands
for the power of the court; and that the piece
is called queen rather than Chamberlain or even
senechal appears to be an accident of language.
Apart from the processes which transformed a
chariot into a castle, an elephant into a church-
man, and a councillor into a queen; other forces
were changing victory conditions, pawn promo-
tions, leaping priviledges, and moves. The
thrust of these modifications has naturally
tended to enhance the intellectual depth and
balance of the game, not its representational
aspects.

Admitting that the modern game is not
truly a representation of battle, however ab-
stract, it is then logical to ask whether the
same was also true of its more ancient formsr
As already noted, the nomenclature of the pie-
ces and testimony of the scholars appears to
make early chess a true wargame. Murray, in
his monumental history of the game, theorizes
that the unknown creator of the first true an-
cestor of our chess attempted to devise pieces
whose powers corresponded roughly to the tra-
ditional military worth of their name-sakes. ‘
Thus, according to Murray, each horseman was
considered worththreefootsoldiers, each ele-
phant was considered worth five horsemen, etc.
Superficially, the theory appears plausible.

‘ H.J.R. Murray, g_History 2: Chess, Oxford,
Oxford University Press , 1913. pp. 141+ a 1+6

1 an

Further inspection of Murray's theory,
however, causes me to discard it as unsound.
Ry rejection is based upon the two following
considerations. The elephant-bishop presents a
source of purely internal difficulty. This
piece appears to have had a move consisting of
a diagonal leap of one square. It did not con-
trol the diagonal squares adjacent to itself,
just as the knight does not control any adjac-
ent squares. Nor did it control squares more
distant than the second diagonal square. Thus.
at any one instant it controlled only four
squares as compared to the knight's eight and
the chariot's fourteen. moreover, the elephant-
bishop could never stand upon any but sixteen
squares, only half of the squares of its own
color (though squares appear not to have been
colored, the expression is clear). This piece
was very clearly markedly inferior to the knight,
certainly not worth five knights as the theory
would require. The chariot-castle presents a
different problem. This was, in the ancient
game, by far the most important piece. Was the
chariot actually'the most useful branch of the
army? That is hardly possible. Most experts
date the origin of chess somewhere between the
sixth and eighth centuries of our calender.
Yet, by that time the chariot was long past its
military heyday. Only if we move back the date
of the introduction of chess to a very ancient
time could Murray's theory accord with the state
of the military art. To suppose that the char-
iot could be accorded so prominant a place in
military worth nearly a millennium after its
decisive treatment at Alexander's hands strikes
me as quite absurd. I believe that the moves
of the chess pieces were devised as a purely
creative act of intellectual pattern-making, and
given military names by superficial and acciden-
tal resemblances.

It is a commonplace that all games are,
and of necessity must be, abstractions. Yet,
just as there are different kinds and degrees
of abstraction, there are different attitudes
which may be taken towards the need for ab-
straction. The conventional contemporary class
of wargames has long accepted with relatively
good grace but little relish the necessity for
a high degree of abstraction. I am increas-
ingly distressed to observe an emerging tend-
ency among new wargames to strive ever against
the bounds of abstraction in the search for an
ever more detailed battlefield replication.
To me, this trend appears counterproductive,
at least in the long-run. Beyond some point,
each incremental detail treated must ultimately
diminish a game's ability to appeal to peoples
whose cultural or historical backgrounds differ
from those of the game's creators. The atti-
tude I have attempted to embody in the game(s)
presented here is that abstraction is more
than a mere necessity, it is a virtue to be
exploited. A carefully maintained level of
abstraction may give rise to universality in
which many peoples with widely divergent trad-
itions see a reflection of their very different
worlds.

The specification of a tactically rich
representation of a recognizable battlefield
imposed a number of requirements. I saw an
irreducible need for four classes of military

to page 22
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For many wargamers todayr D-Day is a dead
game.. Hhy‘l Simply because over the_years since
the game's issuasance, the vital strategic point
for both sides has been,reduced to the single qu-
estion of will the Allied player get on the be-
ach? This situation developed as deadleir and
deadlier German set-ups were devised until re-
cently deployments which practically make invin-
ciple all of the coastal squares from Holland to
Sapin, have made their appearances. One example
of such a set-up that comes quickly to mind, and
was designed by me,(1 never claimed modesty as a
virtuel) appeared in the May-June, 1970 issue
of The General. It is reprinted below with sli-
ght modification:
NORTH SEA 1 1-2-2 9-10., 1 HQ H12, 1 HQ 11-14, 1 5-
5-3 F-l3, 1 5-5-4- 0-14, 2 1-2-2 H-lS, 1 4-4-3
H-lS, 2 3-4-3 1-16, 1 1-2-2 1-16, 1 4-4-3 J-l? 1
3-4-3 J-17, 1 1-2-2 J-17.
PAS DE CALAISE: 1 1-2-2 L-ZO, 1 4-4-3 L-20, 1 1-
2-2 L-Zl, 1 3-4-3 L-21, I 1-1-3 N-21, 1 1-2-2 in
each fortres, 1 HQ 0-24, 1 1-2-2 6-24, 1.1-2-2 0-
25, 1 4-4-3 0-25, 1 4-4-4 q-ZS, 1 1-2-2 P-26, 2
1-2-2 0-27, I 4-4-3 P-26-
LISHARVE: I 4-4-4 3-28, 1 HQ 3-29, 2 1-2-2 R-29,1
3-4-3 R-29, 1 1-2-2 R-30.
NORHANDY: 1 4-4-4 U-32, 1 HQ v-34, 1 3-4-3 S-32,1
3-3-3 ”-33. 1 7-7-4 ”-34.
BRITTANY: 1 4-4-3 V-36, 1 HQ X-3B, 1 1-2-2 V-38,3
1-2-2 V-39, 2 1-2-2 V-4O, 1 5-5-4 V-40, I I-2-2
U-42, I 7-7-4 U-42, I 1-2-2 V-43, 1 HQ-H—43, 1-
2-2 1-42, I BE Y-41.
BISCAY: 1 1-2-2 AA-4l, 1 4-4-4 33-40, 1 1-2-2 EB-
42, 1 6-6-4 EE-42” 2 1-2-2 FF-41, 1 1-2-2 11-42,
1 6-6-4 11-42, 2 1-2-2 LL-44.

You will note, as stated before, that it is
impossible for the Allied player to get odds gre-
ater than a l-l on a coastal square from the dyke
to Bordeaux. This situation presents that play-
er with a grave choice; he must either select one
of the beach areas on the north coast on the con-
tinent, make as many low odds attacks as poss-
ible, and trust his fate to the magic-cube, or
invade in what is considered a ”worthless" area,
the South of France. It is the purpose of this
article then, to examine the South of France alt-
ernative and hopefully prove that it is not so
worthless after all.
THE PURPOSE: Obviously the game is not to be won
in a quick coup, rahter this first invasion in
the louth of France will serve as a prepitory mo-
ve for the desisive second invasion. It is hop-
ed that the first landing, coupled with the pla-
nned and concentrated use of the Allied Strategic
Air Arm will find the German player in a unten-

able position come second invasion time.
THE LANDING: 0n turn one, land all eight units
available to you on as broad a front as possible,
securing all supply squares in the area as quick-
ly as possible. (One point here, you will some-
time probably set-ups which have a garrison in
Sete, if this occurs attack it at whatever odds
you can get.)

If your opponent has been careless enough to
shack his reserves together-SAC them. (In my set-
up above, please consider the reserves to be spre-
ad out, one to a star, in northern and southern
Germany.) Also if you spot any stacks with at
least twelve defense factors in them, they too
will make good targets.

German reaction at this point will probably
be nothing more than to immediately unstack all
of his units, and beging to Ieapfrog his reserve
units down the coast.
PRIOR TO SECOND INVASION: Send ten to twelve com-
bat units to their 17 square supply Limit up the
Rhone Valley. Send another force of equal stren-
gth on an expedition to Bordeaux.

Do not under any circumstances, land more
than two thirds of your combat units in the South
of France, the others must be saved for the second
invasion- Also, during this period don't use up
more than two SAC attacks as you must preserve fiat
weapon for later.

During this period, the German will probably
continue to reshuffle his units, creating a stron-
ger mobil reserve behiend his lines, with its con-
centration point being in the area between Argen-
tan, Rennes, Tours and LaRochelle. He will no
doubt also abandon the port of Bordeaux proper to
you, falling back to HH-42- In that position, he
can maintain a zone of control on the port square
of 11-42, thus denying you use of Bordeaux,without
risking the isolation and destruction of any of
his units.
SAC BOMBING PRIOR TO SECOND INVASION: Beginning on
turn eight,and threafter the German in anticipa-
tion of the new invasion, will be forced to at 1e-
ast partially restack his units along the coastal
squares. Do not launch that invasion immediltly,
instead give his troops on the beaches a merciless
pounding from the air. When you begin to a attack
the restacked German forces with your SAC, don't
pick out one stack at point A, bomb it, and then
proceed to bomb another way off at point 2; rather
select one area and do as much damage there as pos
sible. Your goal being to rid that particular ar-
es of as much German strength as possible.

counting on average luck for the SAC attacks,
the German will, during this relatively brief per-



iod, be trying ts fill up the holes the Allied
bombers are knocking in his defenses. To what ex-
tent the German succeeds is dependent on how well
fate smiled on the endeavors of the Allied air arm
and on his skill in shuttleing troOps along the
coast.
THE SECOND INVASION: The second invasion may take
one of two forms, it may be either a direct assist
operation or a pincer Operation. Where you land
deicdes what it will be.

You need not necessarily land in the in area
in which you concentrated your bombing. If by re-
inforcing the bombed area, the German has desisi-
veLy weakened another tract of beach, then by all
means land there. ut at any rate hit an area
where you have an excellent chance of getting on
shore and staying there, for if you land at a he-
avily defended zone and again leave the outcome to
pure chance you might as wel have done it in the
first place and saved yourself the trouble of the
lengthy preparation.

If you choose to land at Biscay, you have do-
sen the direct assist option, so called be because
this invasion has the advantage of an almost im-
mediate with the Bordeaux form the South of France
It has the decided disadvantage though of being
located as far from Germany as possible and having
a slow build up rate.

A second invasion in Biscay must have as its
immediate goals the link up with the forces al-
ready present from the South of France, the open-
ing of Bordeaux, and the establishment of a brid-
gehead on the north bank of the Loire River.

If you choose to land at any other area, you

are commited to m pincer Operation, so called be-
cause if successful the forces from that landing
moving south from the channel coast and linking ip
with units from the South of France wifl undoubt-
edly produce some sort of pocket of German units,
When such a pocket forms, it is best to concentrse
te on destroyfng the enemy units within it, be-
fore begining the major drive east. Do not pass
up the chance to send a few units East immediately
to establish bridgeheads and harass German with-
drawl efforts though. ‘

In any case the primary goal of the second
invasion in such a game is to extend supply to the
waiting forces from the South of France as quickly
as possible, so that they may resume the advance
once more. To do this the second invasion must be
run with almost complete disregard for casualties.

German reaction here will be swift and paw:
erful as he can make it, remember henow has the
entire Wehrmacht to throw at you.

If you land at Biscay he will probably count-
ersttack immediatly with the forces he has in that
sector, while with the rust of his army he will
try and form a Loire River, Chaumont, Epinal, Clo-
mar line. If he succeeds in forming that line you
will probably lose the game.

If you try a pincer operation, the German wflfl
shift everything he has, except the forces in the
Biscay area, against the new beqchhead in the hop-
es of preventing its expansion and ultimate bre-
akout,

It is plain to see that no matter what op-
tion an Allied player chooses, his key to final
victory lies in the blitzkrieg like expansion of
his second invasion beacnead, the South of France
first invasion forces being no more than a l lever
which hapefully pushed the German into a favorable
position for the administering of the Allied fin-
al stroke.

I fully realise that this discussion has not
examined all of this strategy's possibilities, but
I do think I've given the old gaurd D-Day players
something to think about, and hopefully enough to
make them bring the game down off the shelf and
have at it once more. At any rate, good hunting.
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Broadsides-a
‘— George Lord

Danage:
BAT TLE 0F BR ITAlN Here we come to a topic on which I find

there is quite some controversy. It seems that
all it boils down to two points of view, there

PBM KIT R-EVISED are some that insist that damage is statistical
in nature-Pratt's rules for example, saying in ef-
fect that after a given number of hits that a

AGAIN 7 LOU ZOCCHI ship will ahve such and such turrets out of ac-
. tion , speed reduced by such and such knots tec.

1 do not subscribe to this school of thought
hell, how do you know which turrets would be out

. W911: fans, Strategy 5‘ Tactics has gra- anyway? and maybe the ones he is using at the mo-
c1ously returned to my control the BB PBM kit. ment. You moan that because you aim a gun for
And guess What? That 3 right, net being 0011‘ 20,000 yards and hit the radio shack because you
tent to leave well enough alone, I've made the intended to- the heck you did- (Remember the
new edition even better than the old revised HOOD-'3‘tatigt_1cg didn't work the“).
rules. Thanks to the many letters and help- ‘lhe other point of view is that damage from
ful suggestions of the fans, I've revised the hits is ufiterly random. I don't agree with that
original revision rules and come up with a few either. all where do I stand- why in the middle
new ideas and AN ENTIRELY NEW GAME. ground. I concede the fact that damage is us-

. The second edition of the PBM kit rules ua‘lly statistical- a certain amount of damage is
W11]- hOW contain the Feet Game, BaSiC Game, done after X hits- but I do not believe that spe-
Advanced Game, Optional Rules and something cific damage can be assured after X hits.
new called the Ultimate game. As a result I have developed the followimg

Many fans felt that the Battle Of Britain approach to the subject- this was before I saw
game was not realistic because the RAF COUld Pratt's ruleg— there were no others then,
not intercept raids in southern England and I eeteblished as well as I was able to as-

surVive- The reason they couldn't do this in sign the weight of a shell for a given calibre of
the game is that in real life, the Germans gun. I assumed that each pound of shell woul‘d
were not able to direct their fighters to cause 1 ton of damage. Hence if a 100 pound
needed points on an instants notice as they shell hits, you deduct 100 tons from that ship's
can in the game. After giving this point a displacement,(this is similiar to Pratt). There
lot of serious thought, I came up with the an- is still, however the matter of where the shell
swer. It is called the Intercept Rule. Al- hit and what special damage it might have caused.
though RAF fighters were directed to certain I made up a wheel with 72 different specific
locations to intercept incoming forces, they harms, and after each hit the attacking player
did not always make contact. This was due to rolls two dice, and moves the window of the cover
the fact that occasionally the hunters were on the wheel forward that many places, and if it
several thousand feet higher or lower than applies, subtract it from the ship in question.
their quarry and clouds prevented visual con- If you hate making wheels- then merely writer
tact. out the special damage in column form on a card

This situation is now part of the new and move the heavy marker over it- When you get
Ultimate Game along with a host Of other good- to the end, just start over again. I have found
ies. Did you know that the N 87 Stuka dive that players get very excited over this, they
bombers could carry 2200 lbs. of bombs if they know they can expect a certain number of hits but
flew without their tail gunners? Did you know they really get concerned wether the damage hit a
that DO 17's could not fly more than 200 miles vital spot, so everone crowds around the wheel.
when carrying a 2200 lb. bomb load? Further- For torpedoes- we didn't have specific dam-
more, when carrying such a heavy load, their age- we have a second window on the wheel and it
speed falls off to around 180 mph Which means shows the damage the tarp inflicted- this runs
they would only move 3 squares per turn. These from a few tons-dud to 40,000 tons and scattered
and many other innovations will be found in about in between. This also adds some excitement
the SECOND EDITION of the revised rules. to the game-

Those of you who have the lst edition of There is still one point on this subject to
revised BB rules can send in your old S&T clear up. This refers to hits on armor. I found
booklet along with $1.00 to get the new books, after experimenting that I came to) the simple
or send in $2.00 and your old book for a new -..-_. .
book and 40 PBM sheets.

Those of you who are ordering for the
first time should send in $3.00 for the new
rules and 20 PBM sheets or send in $6.00 for
the new rules and 100 extra mapsheets.

Naturally, I want to be able to continue
giving discounts for turning in old rule book—
lets so please don't put off sending yours in.
Orders which are postmarked after Jan. 1,1972
will not receive the discounts I'm offering
now solution for wther or not a shell pierces armor-

Please send your orders and checks to; that is use Pratt's chart. You may come up with
TSGT Lou Zocchi a more complicated system but I seriously doubt
2076 COmm 53' Box 1585 you can come up with a better one.
APO S°F' 96 76 Next article will deal with torpedoes.
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GUNNERY DAMAGE
Instead of checking off hits in the forward hit

boxes first, or using the tournament option of a die
roll of l, 2, or 3 for forward boxes, and 4, 5, and
6 for aft boxes, do it this way: for a roll of one
or two check off hits in the forward boxes, for 3 or
4 hits are in flotation and do not reduce gunnery
boxes, and for 5 or 6 check off hits in the aft box—
ea.

When SEYDLITZ came limping home with 20+ hits in
her, she still had six out of ten guns capable of
firing.

BONUSES AND PENALTIES 0N GUNNERY ACCURACY
If you notice, the lower the number rolled on the

die, the more favorable the result on the chart for
the firing ship. Therefore subtraction results in
increased accuracy while addition results in poorer
accuracy.

The Germans had a rangefinder which enabled them
to hit with uncanny accuracy at the start of a bat—
tle, yet as the battle wore on their accuracy fell
off markedly. That was due to the fact that the man
using the rangefinder had to have exactly equal vi-
sibn in both eyes and exercise a high degree of
skill besides. As the British shells landed around
him, he lost those abilities very quickly.

To add the effects of the German rangefinder to
the game try the following rules:

If a German ship fires at a British ship and
is notiitsekf under fire, subtract two from the die
roll.

Hhen a German ship fires at a British ship and is
itself under fire, subtract one from the die roll the
first battle turn. On the second battle turn the
German accuracy is the same as the British, and on
the third battle turn, and thereafter, the Germans
must add one to the die roll. (German acfiuracy does
NOT get worse than +1.) It takes a full hour of not
being fired at for the German crewmen to recover one
morale step.

The British receive a bonus of -1 from the die
roll when they fire and are not in turn fired upon.

If you have your opponent's ”T" crossed you have
the ability to "walk” your shells up and down the
length of his ship. True, the target is not as wide,
but then, most misses were either too long or too
short rather than off to one side. Therefore, when
you fire at a ship whose "T" you have crossed, sub-
tract one from the die roll (British or German).

Ships of this one aimed their guns by looking
for the shell splashes of the last salvo and then
adjusting the range accordingly. A favorite tactic
to hurt your opponent's gunnery was, therefore, to
head for his las set of splashes (however unnerving
this might seem) in hopes of making him overcorrect
on his next salvo. Hhen ships lost speed, or went
dead in the water they lost the ability to dodge and
thus, they became better targets. To simulate that
effect, try this: If your apponent's ship moved four
manuever factors or less subtract one from the die
roll on your fire. If he is dead in the water, sub—
tract two.

REVISED TORPEDO HIT CHART
Factors 1 2 3 4 5 6 T 8
Die Roll
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For each torpedo hit roll for special damage.
If the special damage roll is a 1, then Special da—
mage has occured and you then roll on the flotation
hit special damage chart in the battle manual. Due
to the greater damage usually caused on HWI ships by
torpedoes, for each hit by a torpedo (the numbers on
the above chart represent individual torpedo hits}
roll the die twice. The sum of the two die rolls is
the number of flotation hits scored by the torpedo.
(My earlier torncdo ruling is now obsolete.)

games designed by Arnold J. Hendrick

WAFIGAMES availible from THE COURIER, 45 Willow Street, Brockton, Mass. 02401 USA

Tactical Simulations of Late WWII Land Battlaa
A small unit action game with platoons of infantry. armor, Only
and artillery as the basic combat units. Tactical and Campaign $2.00
games; US. British, German. Russian. and Japanese statistics.

sunFAc Tactical Naval Simulation Germ for 1939-1943
E An individual ship game in the fletcher pratt tradition: basic. Only

WAHSHIP $32333 ilrinii'éit‘iié‘éff: Ship cards. deck plans. move- $2.50
Two ready-tc-play scenarios.

add 30¢ for airmail, 75¢ if overseas.



ROAD to Gettysburg
ch. 2
Frank
Curtis ._

The victory of the Union at Gettysburg
was not really appreciated by most observers
in the North until after the war. The suc—
cessful retreat of Lee's army back into Vir—
ginia placed a damper on the elation of those
in the North.

Perhaps the real question ih 1863 was
the North's will to fight. Should the North-
ern people support Lincoln in his determin-
ation to defeat the Confederacy, victory was a
forgone conclusion, largely because the North
was able to organize'its sprawling economy
efficiently enough to maintain the material
well being of its citizens, while pursuing the
war on a ever vester scale.

In contrast to this, the Confederate econ—
omy, undermined by external and internal
forces, had begun a rapid decline in many
areas from scarcity to real want. The block—
ade runners of the time could satisfy only the
more pressing needs of the military.

As Northern armies edged further into the
South, the old plantation economy began to
crumble. Negroes in increasing numbers flock—
ed to the Northern camps or followed in the
wake of the advancing armies. Ironically, if
Meade had destroyed Lee's army at Gettysburg,
thus bringing the war to a successful end, the
movement for the abolition of slavery would
very likely have come to a rather abrupt halt.

As Lee brought his forces safely back to
Virginia in July of 1863, a sense of failure
began to creep over the Northernsrs.

They learned of Grant's victory at Vicks—
burg, destroying or capturing a Confederate
army of 30,000 men. By comparison, Heade's
victory at Gettysburg seemed like unfinished
business.

The Confederate losses at Vicksburg and
Gettysburg signaled the beginning of the end
for the South. The Confederacy was never
really able to go on the offensive after July
of 1863.

After Fredricksburg in Jli’ecembezl‘ of 1862,
Major General Joe Hooker replaced Ambrose E.
Burnside as the comnahder of the Army of the
Potomac. Hooker seemed to posess the same
genius for organization as General McClellan
had before him.

It was Hooker who first thought to assign,
in March of 1863, special insignia to each
corp in an effort to cut down on stragglers
along the route of march. He hoped this would
develope in each soldier a sense of pride and
interest in a unit larger than his own regi—
ment.

In each corp, the badge of the first divi-
sion was the corp's insignia in red. The
second division's was in white, and the third
in blue. It was to be worn on the soldier's
fatigue cap.

To his credit, Hooker reduced desertions
to a trickle and induced many men AWOL to
return to their posts (often with little or no
punishment). The method was to grant leaves
to officers and furloughs to privates. They
were put on an orderly basis so that everyone
knew what to expect, and when.

A close examination of Hooker's general—
ship at Chancellorsville, however, will show
that he lost his nerve when he met stiff enemy
resistance for the first time on May 1st,
1863.

Hooker managed to convince himself, if no—
one else, that the battle at Chancellorsville
was actually a Northern victory. Later he
claimed that ”no general battle was fought at
Chancellorsville, I was unwilling to give
battle with such great odds against me... We
lost no honor at Chancellorsville."* So it
seems there was no battle, and therefore, no
defeat! After the battle, confidence in
General HOOker evaposated rapidly.

During the period from the beginning to
the middle of 1863 the enlistments of many who
had signed up for either nine months or two
years in the army began to run out. Between
the end of April and the middle of June about
23,000 men left the army and few, if any, re-
enlisted.

Put in other terms: the numerical strength
of the army fell about 20% in May and June as
terms of enlistments expired. This loss, in
addition to the casualties suffered at Chan—
cellorsville (where Union cavalry alone suf—
fered a loss of nearly 60%), produced more
serious consequences than the mere reduction
of numbers. Many who left were veterans of
two years of service. Many were leaving judt
as they were becoming experienced and useful.

The greatest deficiency in the Army of the
Potomac at this time was the lack of confi—
dence, not so much in itself, but in its com-
manders. In May of l863, except for the are
tillery, this army was bettered prepared for a
new campaign than it had been immédiately
after Chancellorsville.

+NOTES+
*Hooker to Colonel Samuel Ross, February 28,
1864. Quoted in Battles 25d Leaders of thg
Civil flag by Robert U. Johnson and Clarence C.
Buel. Vol. 3, p. 223
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All of the varied elements of the Inca mili-

tary combined to form a remarkably efficacious
fighting machine. The general Inca strategic poli—
cy envisioned a double role for its armed forces,
that is to extend and maintain the empire. Con-
cerning Inca offensive strategy a few general
trends can be noted. The Inca military leaders had
little recourse but to direct their offensive cam—
paigns at the enemy's dettlmmmts, usually' cul-
minating in a battle in a place of the enemy's
choosing, most often with the enemy behind his own
fortifications (Garcilasc de la Vega, 1966, 1:344.)
Thus the Inca army had to become adept at siege
work, particularly the costly storm of a well—
defended pucara, which was not simple considering
the experiences already cited in the Caranqui War.
Without the efficient train, the Inca army would
not have the ability to undertake sieges at all, as
the Aztecs could not. Also aiding the Inca offen—
sive strategy was their network of frontier posts
and pucaras. These places allowed an effective
staging area for the advance, a protection to the
line of communication and a haven in the event of
rgvirses and retreat. (Cieza de Leon, 1959:38-49,
9 .

Inca defensive strategy utilized them of
frontier pucaras to handle disturbances of a minor
nature, and to gain time in the event of a major
attack. The elaborate road system allowed a fairly
rapid mobilization of troops from widely scattered
areas into arelief force. In the event of failure ,most
of the large urban centers had their own pucaras
into which the soldiers and many civilians could
find refuge until after the invaders dispersed
themselves to loot and ravage the land. Fortunate-
ly after the reign of Pachacuti, the empire had
little to fear from foreign invaders except of
course, the Spaniards.

Comparatively, Inca military strategy was
fairly advanced. By the time of the great civil
war between Huascar and Topa Atauhuallpa, the Incas
were fielding several army corps under independent
commanders and integrating the seperatly operating
army corps into the overall strategic planning. In
several actions fought within a few days, Huascar's
strategy was sucessful in thwarting the advance of
Atauhuallpa's generals. Only a failure on Huascar's
part to resolutely attack resulted in the fateful
battle of Cotapama. (Brundage, 1963:280-90; Ciezade Leon, 1959:81-87.)
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bait to draw an enemy force intoa cleverly conceal-
ed ambush. (Bram, 1941:55-56; Rowe, 1946: 2383
.Brundage, 1963:110.)

As the main bodies of both sides engaged, whether
on the batt leline or in ambush, the struggle entered
a second phase. The projectile barrage,if’anything,
increased in intensity as more warriors moved into
firing range. Then the battlelines collided those
men with hand combat weapons began to use them with
terrifying effect, Lacking the shock power of ca-
vatiy, the massive Indian formations were probably
impossible to break through except through a constant ,
fearful attrition process.

Unlike the Aztecs,the Incas do not seem to have
maintained the tight battle formation. Instead they
utilized looser formations with a great deal more
of individual mobility. Pedro Pizarro (1931, II:
303—4) remarks that "...it was certainly true that
an Indian could fight better than a Spanish foot-
soldier because the Indians were very free (in
their movements) and they shoot at the Spainards
from a distance, and before the Spainards can came
up with them, they have dashed off to some ether
place than that from which they fired the first
shot and so they (the Indians) wear them out, and
the Indians being so many that they would kill them
(the Spainards) by means of cudgel." Thus it
would seem that those warriors with projectile
weapons (perhaps the majority) did not close with
their opponents while the more armored warriors
carrying such weapons as the star-headed mace and
macana made individual and group sorties into the
ranks of their opponents. Other armored warriors
with hand combat weapons seem to have waited behind
the lines of slingers and bowmen to deal with the
charging enemy swordsman (Pizarro, 1921, II:304.)
The very presence of slingers in large numbers
(apparently every Inca warrior carried a sling in
addition to his hand combat weapon, while most of
the other tribes carried but one weapon-—Brundage,
1967:2293 Rowe, 1946:278) would force the adoption
of extremely loose formations to have the necessary
room to use the weapon prOperly.

In such a manner the battle took its course.
Charges and counter—charges, ruses, the jabbing,
poking and smashing all took a fearsome toll of
life, Unlike the Aztecs, the Inca warriors were
not concerned whether an opponent was captured
alive, and generally prefered the opposite con-
dition. Groups of nobles probably engaged their
Opposite enemy numbers in single combat to increase
their own prestige.

Data on the tactics praticed by the Incas is
relatively meager. They never met the Spainards in
their old stlye of pitched battles, largglj'beesaas
of Spanish technolog and their reluctancetis fight
large numbers of Indians except from behind forti-
fications. However, there is enough information to
make a few general comments. The elaborate hierarchy
of the Inca military organization probably allowed
a good measure of tactical control up to the point
at which a unit became involved in combat. There

I5
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are several instances in which tactical ruses were
accomplished in the battle with tactical maneuver
(Cieza de Leon, l959:47-48,) and flanking’sovements
were probably common. However, once engaged in com—
bat, a unit was probably useless for further man—
euver. Discipline seems to have broken down and
tactical oontrol,at least by vocal orders, was made
impossible due to the thousands of screaming voices.
(Rowe, 1946:278.)

Approaching an enemy force, the Inca generals
often took elaborate measures to gain intelligence
informatifin on their opponent's order of battle and
positions. Patrols of Orejcnes were sent out in
particularly hazardous circumstances to learn whht
they could. Often some of the most renowned officers
in the army were earmarked for suchspurpose (Bram,
194163-59.)

Once the battle was joined, those with missile
weapons initiated a furious barrage of stones, darts,
andm It impossible that certainunits were u.-
patohed as skirmishess to harass the enemy while the
main body deployed without molestation. Such a sm-
mish force, if made purposefully weak, could be used as

As casualties began to increase on both sides,
the heed for such a reserve force as the Halts Inca
brigade becomes obvious. In many battles the com-
mitment of the vaunted Orejcnes in a glorious
assault on the eroded enemy ranks produced deci-
sive results and another Inca victory.

Attacks on enemy pucaras were similar except
that the enemy was safely behind his walls, taking
much fewer casualties from the projectile barrage.
In such assaults, the Hahua Inca brigade often took
the lead, attacking on narrow feonts with well-
armosed warriors. In addition, the leading ranks
often utilized a sheet of tough cloth carried
extended in front of them to fend off the large
amount of enemy projectiles. The storm parties had
to face such perils as boulders rolled into their
midst and unexpected sallies by enemy troops strik-
ing their flanks. Once the walls were breached,
the fighting probably reached an awesome intensity,
as the Incas brandished their terrible clubs and
halberds in the restricted confines of the pucara.
The Inca Orejcnes gloried in the attack upon their
enemy's pucara and looked upon sich combat as their
specialty. (Brundage, 1967:110; Rowe, 1946:278.)

Whatever its limitations, within its own
environment the Inca military establishment proved
superior to anything that it faced, and was certainly
more advanced (except for the use of writing) thmh
its Mexican counterparts. That it failed to oust
a few upstart Spainards perhaps lies in the fact
that the foreign menace was not recognized, that
the measure of incisive leadership used to create
the system was not present during its most crucial
time. Had the entire Inca state, untorn by the
recent internecine strife, been commanded by an
emperor with the stature of Pachacuti or Tops Inca,
the Spainards would indeed have hadea difficult
time in clearing the Indians out of their mountain
strongholds. The very real achievements of the
Inca fighting men transcehd their defeat at the
hands of a technologically superior (and probably
more ruthless) culture and remains impressive even
to the present day.
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although en-The play of armor miniatures,

joyable and exciting, does need a unique shot
in the arm, from time to time, to add some fun
and choas to the drugery of proper armor-infan-

This particular shot in the
arm will cause your players to hate your for
years to come —— but it will be a battle they
will long remember, and thank you for -- after
their anger wears off!

The situation is this:

try proceedures.

It suddenly wielded about, we thought to re-
treat, but its deadliest weapwlis what it re-
vealed, its gigantic tail! Like a gigantic
baseball bat it sent 2 halftracks flying into
the air! Finally our will returned! we load—
ed shot and prepared for battle ..... "

This the initial account of the debacle
visited upon the unsuspecting German commander.

| 7

Upon sighting the monster he was told that he
could aim for the body or head, at his choice—
he did not know what he could do, if anything.

Here is the player data for the monster.
Eachcperation performed by GODZILLA takes 3
seconds of a 15 second move.

GODZILLA is capable of these actions in 3

As German commander you have made a myth-
ical advance into the Ural mountain region of
Russia in late 1945. You are driving deep in-
to Russia to encircle and trap a Russian div-
ision from escaping through an adjacent mount-
ain pass. If you succeed then his chance of
breakthru is very small. Your charts of the seconds:
area are sketchy and very poor. 1. It can RUN one step of 6“ length

2. It can walk one step of 3” length
AND fire breath an object
OR throw an object it is already holding

3. It can, if motionless;
A. Turn in place up to 180 degrees

AND fire breath an object
OR throw an object it is already holding

B. Swing its tail up to 60 degrees right
g or left of its current forward facing,
E and return its tail to center. arc is
E 6" long.
g AND fire breath an object, with restr—

ictions
OR throw an object, with restrictions
Pick up an object up to 4" away from

E
N

T
R

Y

a.
FE

B

Forces Available: 6 MIVh, 5 lGIII, 5 MV. 3 c.
MVI, 2 MVIb, 2 AC234(2), 1 A0234 (1), % its center and up to 60 degrees right
tracks, 60men (rifle +/o SMG), 1 command % tr. or left of its forward facing with one
10 command unit figures including 1 MMG, 4 lMG hand or 30 degrees right or left with
2 81 mm mortars, 1 Panzerfaust. both hands

AND fire breath an object with restri-
ctions.
Fire breath an object up to 12”
and in a 60 degree arc right or left
of its current forward facing. This
is done by calling an arc from 3 to 11
inches away from the monster's center.
that 60 degree ard is subtended and
covers an arc 1” on either side of1iat
laid out arc.

—-Note: if the monster turns to pick up
an object or to swing its tail it can
fire breath;

-***fib**flfih**ifi#fi*

"We proceeded into the lowland mountain re- D.
gion as ordered. Our maps were all but useless
but the designated pass, shaped differentlyani
not as shown, was before us. we spread our col-
umn out in advance and sent a five vehicle re-
con unit ahead to scout the pass. The remain-
ing vehicles trained their guns on various pl-
aces that could hold enemy vehicles--just in
case."

"Captain Sneider was reporting all clear
as he moved forward and disappeared from our
sight behind the first hill. 'I believe I saw
something Lieutenant, there to the right' cra-
ckled over the radio as they advanced. 'Fire
an HE shell near the crest of that hill'.

"Suddenly, just after the shell was fired b) .
a deafening roar came from the mountains and direction from whcih 1t swung its
an ear piercing schriek came over the radio! tail.
'By God, what is it?! FIRE, FIRE, it's on L
top of us, it's...." the radio broke off into e.g.

dull Static. u if GaOZILLfl

"Advance the column, 2:3;3q51.
order. Another terrifying roar that caused H-mgcmg
the very hills to quake! Just as we neared suns m

the pass we saw it and our horror froze us as u

dead men. It was 70 feet high, it lumberedon P

two legs the girth of a huge elephant, fromits
gleaming mouth a vapor of incendary gases es- E
caped--1t was GODZILLAII" '

"It descended upon us and scattered our
forces like chaf. The lead panther never knew
what hit it as the 10,000 Ton monster drove it
into the ground with one giant stride. It
picked up a helpless M IV and threw it about
500 feet into an escaping infantry companyI!

away

a) only the 60 degree arc in the dir-
ection it is turned to pick up the
object OR
only the 60 degree arc in the same

IF 64011141
Suflfl&$ 'YS
Teu'Q'

60' M

full speed--came the 9

L

nl ' rrcAH FML
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600
M

It can throw an obigct from 3—15 inch—
es up to 60 degrees right or left, if
held in one hand (it can pick up 15 T
with one hand, 45 T with both hands )
or 30 degrees right or left if held
in both hands.
note: When throwing it cannot fire
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breath or swing its tail
It cannot pick up an object and
swing its tail.
If GODZILLA takes three running

steps in one direction, it may "monster

leap" an additional 12" on the next step

landing feet together. It must take one

more running step after it leaps.

SPECIAL:

EFFECTS OF GODZILLA.....

1. Fire Breath--destruction of any sof
icle.

2. Tail Swing-—destruction of any soft

icle
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veh-

...destruction of all light or medium

tanks. 50% chance of heavy tank destruc-
tion. veh-

. ....destruction of any tank hit by the

first 3" of tail closest to the body.

...from 3-5" from body 80% chance of des-
truction on light and medium. 50% on hea-
vy vehicles.
...1ast 1" of tail. 50% on_light or med-
ium tanks, 20% on heavy tanks.

Stepping on something...kills it.
Biting...150mm armor penetration
Throwing an object....kills anything.
Kicking an object (any object in path of
foot when moving) if walking...kill light
or medium 80%, heavy 50%....if running
kill heavy 20%. light or medium always.
...as for infantry...he picks their heads

and arms from between his toes!

the Judge;

armor thickness, basis:
Skull 120mm, eyes 50 mm. mouth (open)80mm
body 160mm. arms 120 mm, legs 200mm, tail
200 mm.
Calculation of a hit;
If head is aimed at, treat as a tank. mov-

ing or stationary. note; if GODZILLA sto-

ops to pick up an object the head has mov-

ed. When fire breathing, in place. the

head is not considered 'moved'.
* If body is aimed at. add 10 in TRACKTICS,

50% to "chance to hit" in all other
sets.
fire.

rule

Disregard 'moving'. relative tolxfiy

3.
LOCATION OF A HIT

FRONT FRONT
FACING SIDE

AIM
AT 1-2 1-2 1-2 1-2 1-2
BODY 3-16 3-15 3-13 3-14 3-12

17-18 16-17 14-15 15 13 ARM
-- 18 16-17 16-18 14-18 TAIL
19-20 19-20 18-20 19-20 19-20 LEG

notes on hits: (for TRACKTICS)
if closer than 20". move over three col-
umes for body or arm hits, over 5 col-
umes for head hits.
if closer than 35", move over 3 columes
for head hits. For other tule sets....
count gun elevation 25 degrees for all
hits, 10 degrees for body hits.

4. Effects of hits with penetration.
A. Special...Eye, blind in one eye.

effect: monster rage! Allow GODZILLA
seven moves/turn for the next two turns.
If blinded totally. animal goes wild
in place, madly swinging and stomping
and fire breathing in all directions..
sort of like most wargamers when they
lose...

B. Arm...if 5 arm penetrations
lmas use of that arm.

C. Each head penetration..stun for
seconds.

D. Mouth ...if 3 mouth hits fire
extinguished.

GODZILLA

three

breath

E. General:
per body hit................8 points
per head hit...............12 points
per arm hit.................3 points
per leg hit.................2 p01ntS
per tail hit........ ...... ..1 P01flt

@ 120 points of damage lose 3 seconds
of movement for the rest of conflict.
@ 180 points of damage lose 9 seconds
of movement (total).
@ 240 points of damage. GODZILLA dies

GODZILLA is available from AURORA Plastics for
$2.00. You can use the extra head. included
with each kit, in a naval game!

"The seas were wild and wind swept, when...

Comments to Lenard Lakofka, 1806 N. Rich-
mond St. Chicago 60647

+ 1w +



STAL. from p. 5
ing behind Kursk except the distant Don River and
therefore it must be held as long as possible. At
Kharkov our main concern is in not allowing a
penetration so that we can fall back one square
to a position behind the Donets River. This part
of the Donets River is considered part of the
"City" defense line and on the next turn your
delaying actions cease as a 4-6-4 takes its pos-
ition on DD-30 behind the Donets. At this time.
both cities can be surrounded and the only ad-
justment is to drop one 5-7-4 back from Kharkov
to FF-28.

I also consider Stalino as part of this line
and it's defense comes about with the breaking
of Dnepro-Petrovsk or Kharkov. It protects three
squares and should be given whatever strength you
can afford. A strong force should be put on KK-27
to prevent out-flanking. If Dnepro-Petrovsk was
broken, then troops on Kharkov should withdraw to
FF-28. Do not drop behind the Oskol River until
you need to. This is to stop German lateral move-
ment which is very difficult and needed at this
time. This method of defense will give you the
best out of this poor line. Keep an eye on German
strength and keep the needed troops coming. Since
the Kerch Straits are at this level and since
they are usually threatened right after the fall
of Dnepro-Petrovsk, I would like to mention them
now. On the fall of Knepro-Petrovsk, you should
pull all units defending the Dnepr back towards
Stalino. Do not try to fight in the Crimea as it
is a waste of units. Remember that AH has ruled
that there is no supply across the straits and
have it timed out so that you place a unit on 00-
25 Just before he is able to move from PP-23. In
this way. he may waste more force than you.

=+ UPPER OKA RIVER +=

This is the continuation of the city defense
line and runs from Kursk over to the forks with
the Ugla River. This line is as important as Kur-
sk and mum be held as long as Kursk. Actually I
have already used it when I 3-1 proofed the 7-10-
# in Kursk. That same 4-6—4 on AA-BO should 3-1
proof a 7-10-4 on 2—30 ( I am assuming the German
is campaigning in this area and does not have en-
gfigh force to seriously threaten you elsewhere).

rest of this line should be held by a 5-7-4
on each of Y-31 and W—32. And these are both 3-1
proofed by a 4-6—4 on X-32. Parts of this line
can be hled after Kursk falls and should be in
order that the Don River is not out-flanked.

=+ UGRA RIVER +=

In this discussion, I use Ugra River to des-
cribe the river line from the tip of the Dnepr to
the forks of the Moskva and Aka rivers. This line
usually will not hold long due to the tev gap
between it and the upper Volga. But if you hold
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him off in the open terrain this line is Very
sound. It can not be easily made 3-1 proof but it
can be very strong. Place a 5-7—4'3 on T-31 and a
7-10-4 on each of U-31 and U-jj, and you will ha-g; argtagesyi ne..gakag&.sgii% gglvhghapgggerogei
place the largest unit possible on U-31 and force
a good size soak-off with troops on U-32. If you
are being attacked along the whole line and are
daring. this is an excellent spot for a trap. You
may want to use this trap if you have been able
to conserve your strength but can't seem to stop
or damage the German. Simply place a 5-7-4 or a
4=6=4 on U-32 between the two 7-10-4's. He will
attack this at three to one with two soak-offs
and will advance. This isn't his favorite way of
breaking lines but he will take it at times. It

3 now time to clobber him. Bring in every unit
you can spare for this surrounded attack. Only
put your soak-off units next to the Ugra, and put
the rest on the Moskva River. You kill one unit

with your attack and the two remaining must use
some force on the units on the Moskva, Leaving
little to attack one of the 7-10-4's to undouble
it. If you have enough force you can destroy two
units on the attack and he is helpless to save
the other. Make sure you have a lot of force if
you try this. You should try to pull in at least
24 factors in addition to the 14 from the 7-10-4
units and soak—offs.

=+ UPPER VOLGA +=

I only discuss the defense of this river
down to Moscow because the rest is self-evident
and isnot very useful, in any case. If Q—30 is
held, then 2 5-7—4's on Q-32 and-a 4-6-4 on Q-jb
will do the Job. If you don't hold it, then the
2 5-7-4's must be replaced by a 7-10-4 backed by
a 4-6-b on P-32. This line should be held with a
little over-strength if possible as its fall will
bring about a collapse of the Moscow defense and
the Leningrad defense in time.

=+ MOSKVA RIVER-MOSCOW-OKA RIVER DEFENSE=+

On this line depends the fate of Moscow and
rest asured that even when your back to there.
you can still save Moscow. Be very careful when
defending or delaying along the Moskva west of
Moscow. Any units here should be largell stacked.
and not susceptable to attack from T-33. Moscow
should never come under 3-1 attack until the up-
per Volga or the Mbskva-Oka has been broken. By
proper delaying actions, should first be vulner-
able to attack from only 8-33 and T—33. 2 5-7-4's
can then protect it. The following turn it will
be attackable from 5-33, T—33, and T-jh. However,
a unit on 5-35 should not be attackable from T-35
only T-34. This enables you to use a 7-10-4 in
Moscow 3-1 proofed by a 5-7-4 on 3-35. On the
following turn Moscow should have 2 4-10-4's and
the Oka should be defended by a 4-6-# on S~36 and
a 5-7—4 on each of T-36 and U—36. U-36 and the
rest of the Oka should be defended with what you
have in an attempt to force the German far to the
east.
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=+ OSKOL-DONETS RIVER COMPLEX +=

in conjunction with the Don River

is the last defense line before Stalingrad and

must be defended well. As long as Stalino holds

out the defense of the Oskol is relatively simple

and straight forward. Place 2 5-7-4's on GG-29,2
more on 00-31, and a 4-6-4 on EE-31. The German
will advance down the Oskal-Don gap but you must

not allow more than one square advance per turn.

Adjust your river defense as he advances and wor-

ry about the south where Stalineo is likely in

German hands. At this point, you should send the

6-9—6 to GG-29 to deter an attack. If you hafie

enough units defend the Donets, if not,delay1.1 TU?

Donets should be defended by a 5-7-4 on 680
Rostov and HH-31, and by 4-6-4'3 on LL-28 and GG-
31. These pafltions should be held until German
advance down the Donets-Don plain ends their use-
fulness. Rostov should be held, in any case, if
possible.

This line,

=+ DON RIVER +=

This line is the last line on which you can
stand. After it is broken, pockets rather than
lines will form when the Moscow-Stalingrad Rail-
road is cut. At this stage in the game with Germ-
an strength presumably low and your own wilting,
the naming os specific size units for
squares becomes pointless. What you will note is
that for the Don north of Stalingrad there are
three squares whcih can be attacked from three
squares. They are AA-33, DD-33. and ##-34 and are
all suitable for a 7-10-4, 4-6-4 defense but are
not suitiable for a 6-9-6 2-4-6-4'3 defense. The
other squares protect two squares and none are
suitable for a 5-7-# 4-6-4 defense. Obviously,
the line is of little use against a good size
German force but can stop a weak German. All I
can say is throw in every unit available and then
conduct an orderly retreat.

The lower Don is a much better line and it

is most important that you hold it from Stalin-

specific

grad to Rostov. The manych River can help if Ros-
tov is lost but it is a poor line. 2 5-7-h's are
needed (only if German strong) on KK-ji and one
on JJ-3# backed by a 4-6-4 on KK-33. This forces
the German to approach Stalingrad from the north
and west. The proper troops in Stalingrad and a
good lower Volga defense can stop him.

=+ STALINGRAD-VOLGA RIVER DEFENSE +=

Here we have the last stand for Stalingrad.
The most important part of this defense is to de-
fend as much of the Volga north of Stalingrad as
you are able. Make an out-flanking a long tedious
affair. This defense of the Volga should start on
EE-39 and go north. Back in Stalingrad, place a
7-]0-4 and 3-1 proof it with a 5-7-4 on HH-37. As
far as any interpretations I've seen HH-j? is
doubled if attacked from GG—3? as the river does
not run from one square into the other. If you
interpret AH rules literally you will have to use
2 7-10-4:80
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With this defense of Stalingrad (the city)
I end this article. I feel I have covered the
main areas of defense and added some helpful ad-
vise. I hope this has been some help to those of
you who needed the help. I realize the veterans
will get little out of the article and there may
even be some disagreement with me, but if there
next game as German against a fair player is a
little harder because of this article, I will
feel that I have made some contribution. I have
won all but two on my many games as Russian using
the principals laid down here and the two lost
games were not a demonstration of these princi-
pals. but a bitter learning process. Actually. I
broke almost every principal I've laid down here.
in those two games and a few I won narrowly. All
I ask now is that other wargamers who feel they
are proficient in a game. write an article on it.
And PLEASE, don't make it another on how to at-
tack. Iou see, an article on the defense of a
game can help the defender and the attacker too
(the attacker knows the areas vital to defense
by reading a defensive article), while an art-
icle on attacking seldom tells anything but what
the attacker's objectives are, not how to stop
him. As far as this article is concerned I wel-
come any comments and/or criticisma.

IW
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ORIGINS OF WORLD WAR II

by Len Lokofka
Vendor: Avalon Hill 00., 3 8.98

Physical Quality: Excellent-—one four section
bookcase size board, 5 sheets of die out count—
ers, Rules, and situation cards.

Length of Playing time: This is quite vari—
able. You can set diplomacy deadlines of 5,
10, or 15 minutes, if you wish. You can allow
diplomacy (negotiation) at specific times and
for specific intervals only; thus play time
for the five player game, runs between two and
one half and six hours, with 3% to 4 hourstemi—
ing to be most common. Of course if strict li—
mits are set a game can be completed in 1%
hours!

Rules, clarity and arrangement. The number of
rules are really very few. They are presented
olearly,but they are very redundant. The ad—
vantage of repeating, however, is that one can
gain a good comprehension withcme thorough read-
ing.

Purpose: The point of the game is to recreate
the political atmosphere of the period 1933-
1939. Each of five nations: the U. 8., France,
Germany, England, and Russia; are trying to
gain specific Diplomatic Objectives which in—
volve treaties (agreements, understandings)with
other nations/locations (e.g. Alsace Loraineis
a 'location', Poland a nation.). For obtain-
ing an objective in 1939 a number of points
are awarded. The object is to gain the max-

_____

2 l

imum number of points, and of course, more pts.
than any of your opponents. There are a num—
ber of areas that give different point values
to different players if they have an 'under—
standing' or ' control' in that area in 1939.

Method of Play: 1) Each player, in turn acc-
ording to his country, places his allocationof
'Diplomatic factors' on the board. (A 'DF' is
an abstract conceptualization. It represents
many variables, economic pressure, military st—
rength-—or displays of strength, and any fact—
or that could force/persuade a nation to give
in to your way of thinking.)
2) Diplomatic conflict may occur in any space
in which two or more nations have factors. One
attack per country per location is allowed in
one turn. Conflicts are also taken in order.
A conflict represents the decision of a nation
made when the various Diplomatic pressures are
applied by two nations. E.G. in step one Ger-
many might offer $5,000,000 to Poland while
Russia offers to give 500 tanks to Poland. It
would appear in the game as, say 9 factors for
Germany and 4 for Russia. The decision of Po—
land, offered these two courses, would be de—
termined by the die roll. In other words Po-
land might choose the tanks over the money or
vise versa, or they could go for another year
in which case both Germany and Russia couldadd
more diplomatic pressure. Perhaps Germany wo-
uld move troops to the border while Russia add—
ed 500 more tanks. These would be represented
by more factors and diplomatic conflict could
again occur.
3. ‘Control' or 'understanding' cunters are
legally placed as a result of all the diploma-
tic conflicts.

Technically, you can negotiate before or during
any of these three portions, but diplomacy can
be limited at player agreement.

Historical comment/accuracy. As I have noted
you represent diplomatic pressure via factors
and decisions via combat (two nations can agne
to mutually control or mutually have an 'under-
standing' in an area) -— i.e. decisions when
the two players can not reach accord. As a re-
creation of the period, Origins is very poor.
It does not give any bonus for preventing WWII!
It only gives one nation a 'win' for getting
more influence. But frankly, so what? In
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from p. 8
formation: heavy and light infantry, and heavy
and light cavalry. Beyond these four. I felt
provision for two classes of missile units to
be Very desirable though not absolutely nec-
cessary; one a class of moderately mobile med-
ium range weapon, the other a class of very
mobile shorter range weapon. In order to ade-
quately represent these formations. I was con-
vinced that it was quite necessary to encor-
porate separate measures of mobility and of
fighting power. It seemed to me that it was
quite impossible to make the move of the piece
successfully reflect both mobility and power,
as attempts to see chess as a truly represen-
tational wargame require.

after a considerable amount of experi-
mentation, I finally decided that it was best
to let the matter of detail rest at the level
set forth above. Attempts to establish models
for different characteristic national or tribal
battle arrays immediately required fine distinc-
tions among many classes of troops. Once that

To page 24
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Minimum movement per turn is 2 squares.

Firing; Cannon -
A. Planes moving supersonically may neither fire nor be fired at by cannon.
B. Cannon range is one square, and cannon may fire only directly forward.

"0. To fires

IV.

VI.
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1. Subtract the target's MvF from the attacker's, then roll on the Burst Chart under that
column.

2. If a hit is rolled, roll on the damage chart under the appropriate firepower (Fp) column
(attacker's Fp). This tells you the magnitude of the damage.

'3. Roll on the placement chart to place the damage (according to the position of the firer
vs the target). _ -

4. If the damage exceeds the vulnerability rating of the plane for that area, it is shot
down. Otherwise, it must be recorder. All damage is cumulative.

Firing; Missiles
A. Planes may only fire one missile per turn, and only up to the number of missles carried.
-B. Range is 3 squares, as shown:

C. To determine hits: _
1. Consult the Range-Position chart for the MVP of the Missile. .
2. Usiflg the MvF-above, follow the same procedure as for cannon. Fp for all missiles

is- . - =

Tailing (OPTIONAL) '.
A. When a plane is.tailed, the target and the tailing plane each roll.1 die. The tailing

plane adds as follows: ' -
. range -- 1 2 3 4+

_ add to die -- 1 2. 1 N/A
If the tailing plane is higher, both planes may be moved as one unit (at the tailing pl-
ane's option) by the tailed plane. ' '

maneuvers —- suhmnic Only _
MANEUVER DESCRIPTION PENALTY

RANK #5 ' movement, no change of direction none
TURN ' change of direction (must move 1 square see turn penality

forward first) .
'CIRCLE _ 360 degree turn . ' see turn penality
STALL sudden loss of speed; move 1 hex forward count as 3 to 5 sqs.
LOOP into square directly behind; same direction count as 2 sqs.
WINGOVER 'tight turn onto square facting 235' from 5 squares

original directiOn (i.e. lower corner sq.
and direction)

TAILSPIN rapid dive -- move 1 sq. forward ' no gain
SPLIT S - dive straight down, pull out any direction ------
BARREL ROLL _ roll equal to chess knight move - 2 sqs/ roll
TAIL STAND - as loop. but with 180' direction Change 2 sqs. better pilots

CHARTS only'

T CHART _ ' damage chart
3 MvF _ ' fire power (Fp)e -3 —2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 - die _
l 1111::iiiiilifiiiiilfiilii;ii roll- e x 'x . .
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road is taken, it is too late to draw back and
maintain any semblance of abstraction or univer-
sality.

Choice of historical setting presents
a different type of problem. Ultimately. the
adoption of any historical setting and nomen;
clature is probably enimical to the universal-
ity towards which I have striven. Yet, use of
totally neutral nomenclature and other measures
to deny historical setting appear to destroy
an important element of color and drama. I
accordingly chose to adopt a setting which might
be consistent with a fairly broad base of pop-
ular appea1.' Though the novice may never have
heard the terms Gesith or Fyrd, I hope that
they do not pose any material obstacle to any-
one. The flavor of the whole is unmistakably
medieval, and the more widely read will be able
to deduce that the era is more nearly early
middle ages than late.
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this game you. are playing PURE MECHANICS in
an abstraction of diplomatic interrelationships.
There is no correlation with history other than
the fact that the point system is based upon
the goals each of the nations wanted to ach-
ieve. The feel for a historic recreation Just
does not exist! Of course, this makes a diff-
erence only if you are an historic accuracy fr-
eak! I am not panning the game itself.

Historical variants. Four other historical sit—
uations are created by varing the point/victory
system and the number of factors allocated to
each nation in each turn. In this way there
are five seperate games available.

Playability: This is excellent! The game all-
owe you to use your argumentative prowess, to
bully, cajole, buy or compromise in such a way
so as to gain the majority of your goals and
thus give you more points toward the victory.
The concept of negotiation to obtain goals will
be new to some wargamers but it is the means
via which many battles in a war have theri be-
ginnings or their means of prevention.

Recommendation: An excellent compromise be-
tween DIPLOMACY and some of the basic AH games
such as AK or BULGE. The PBM game is very
good, as many PBM diplomats of DIPLOMACY can
testify to. I recommend it highly to you as
a new experience and an excellent test of your
skill in negotiation.
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